JAMMING ON THE JOB – TRAILER TRANSCRIPT

PBS KIDS Announcement: From your friends at PBS KIDS

Andrés: Vamos amigos, it's time to go.

Christina: Get ready. BoomBox, we have a show.

Andrés, Christina, and BoomBox:
[Music theme song: instrumental underscore]
JAMMING ON THE JOB (job jamming)
JAMMING ON THE JOB (whooo-hooo!)

Christina: Hi, I'm Christina

Andrés: y yo soy Andres

Christina: And this is our magical music machine:

Christina and Andrés: BoomBox.

[Music sound effects: BoomBox breakdown]

Christina: Together we are hosting a brand new podcast called Jamming on the Job, all about the wonderful world of work.

Andrés: There are so many people working many different kinds of jobs in todo el pais all over the United States, and we'd like you to meet some of them.

Nurse Marco: Hello there. I'm a nurse practitioner here and I'll be hoping you feel better today.

Leslie: Welcome to Lake Talc when Forest, I'm the prescribed fire manager. I'm in charge here.

Huang Laoshi: Hi there. My students call me Huang Laoshi. It translates to Teacher Huang in Mandarin. I am a kindergarten teacher here.

Andrés: Wow. There are so many jobs to jam on. Wait, is that why our show is called Jamming on the Job?

Christina: Si Andres. I'm pretty sure it

Andrés: ¡Ya entendí! I just got it.

Christina: So come with us
Andrés: ¡Vamos!

Christina: As we travel to new places, meet new amigos and write new songs about their jobs on

Christina and Andrés: Jamming on the job.

Andrés: Listen on PBS kids or wherever you get your podcasts.

[Music: Final instrumental iteration of theme song]

Andrés and Christina: ¡Hasta pronto!
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